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Our Contract, Our
Customers, Our Future
Our Contract, Our Customers, Our Future—this is not only the
theme of this newsletter, is it the theme for our ongoing contract
negotiations. Compensation is usually the first thing that comes to
mind when one thinks about negotiating a new collective
bargaining agreement. The term
‘compensation’ covers more
than just your hourly pay; it
includes overtime, training pay,
vacation time, insurance
benefits, retirement benefits,
profit sharing, 401(k) matching,
and more that play a role in the
standard of living for you and
your family. However, we must
not forget to consider all of the
other provisions in our contract
that affect our day-to-day
Charles Cerf
Quality of Life.
President

There are two prime examples
of Quality of Life issues at the bargaining table right now: limits
on mandatory overtime and staffing of the -800 series aircraft,
both of which have a long-term effect on our Quality of Life.
History has shown that commitments Southwest has made in the
past on properly staffing to limit mandatory overtime have simply
not been honored. As we move forward on both of these items,
we have reached out to our Contract Information Representatives
to confirm that the direction of negotiations is the correct one for
our membership. Gathering feedback from our membership
during the course of negotiations will be a key element in you
supporting the negotiating process. This participation will ensure
that our contract is the best possible for all our members.
In order to help secure our future, we must never lose sight of
taking the best possible care of our customers. After all, Herb
Kelleher, who led
our company for
decades, always
said, “Your
Employees come
first, there’s no
question about that.
And if your
Employees are
satisfied and happy
and dedicated and
inspired by what
they’re doing, then
they make your
customers happy,
and they come back.
That makes your
Shareholders
happy.” It’s issues
like limits on
mandatory overtime

and staffing for the -800 series aircraft that compel us to remind
the company of the ideology that got us here in the first place.
Without a contract that ensures a reasonable quality of life for
our members, our members’ productivity cannot reach its
potential. Without a happy and productive workforce, our
customers are not taken care of as they should be. Without a
strong customer base that continues to return again and again,
we (both our TWU
555 members and
SWA as a whole)
have no future in
the airline
business. I don’t
believe anyone is
capable of arguing
with this logic.

Air Tran
Acquisition/
Seniority
Integration
On the other front
is the Air Tran
acquisition. As
many of you may
have read, your TWU Local 555 Air Tran Acquisition Committee
met with IAM District Lodge 141 leaders to discuss seniority
integration. Both teams addressed various methods of seniority
integration at the meeting on August 31, 2011, and both sides
agreed to have further discussions prior to September 14, 2011. I
am disappointed to report that IAM has been unavailable, and
despite our good faith efforts to facilitate these discussions, no
new talks have taken place as of September 20, 2011. Our union
will move forward, using
whatever means
necessary, to determine if
an agreement can be
reached with the IAM for
your approval or
disapproval, per our
bylaws. If the committee
is unable to reach an
agreement with IAM on
seniority integration, or if
the members of TWU
Local 555 do not approve
the agreement, the issue
will be submitted to a
neutral arbitrator for
binding arbitration. Please
continue to check our
website www.twu555.org
for updates.
Fraternally,

On the Cover: OAK Ops Rep J.C. Cadwallader displays a tshirt design by fellow OAK Ramp Agent Abraham
“Deuce” DeLaCruz during the Contract Info Rep meeting in DAL. TWU 555 President Charles Cerf in background.
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Grievance Report
January 1, 2011 – August 31, 2011
Total Grievances Filed

1679

System Boards of Adjustment

34

*Arbitrations

6

2 Awarded

4 Denied

28 Deadlocked

Grievances Related to Discipline 466
Terminations

85

36 Reinstated 16 Still Open

*Since the last newsletter we have won one arbitration (termination—drug/alcohol) and lost two
other terminations (drug/alcohol & striking in anger). Some arbitration decisions are posted on our
website, www.twu555.org. You must be logged on to read the decisions, then click on
“Documents”. To maintain member confidentiality, names and locations will be deleted on some
arbitration decisions, and not all decisions will be posted due to subject matter confidentiality and
general applicability to our members’ concerns.

Trends/Concerns:
These are areas that the union office has seen an upswing or emphasis placed on
them by SWA (HDQ and locally). Be aware of these and protect yourself and each
other!

Operations Agents
(1) Weight and balance issues
(2) Misboardings
(3) Drug/alcohol testing of safety sensitive employees
There are some concerns regarding the changing of delay codes.
Management is supposed to come and discuss any changes that are made to
your delay codes. It does not mean that they cannot change them, but they
must have dialogue with the agent. If after discussing the issue you feel that
the supervisor is wrong in changing the code you can write up a SOPI and file
it with the company.
Gate Readers – Make sure that no other work group uses the gate reader to
bypass the operations agent. One of our members observed where a RAM
supervisor not only was on OTIS but it was not “read only”. They had been
provided with a password. They were utilizing the gate reader to coordinate
wheelchairs, a function of an operations agent.
Ramp Agents
(1) Bin slip errors
(2) Aircraft/equipment damage
(3) Physical altercations/verbal comments that could be construed as
threatening
(4) Supervisors performing covered work – We interpret the arbitrator‘s
decision different than the company. We interpret the decision to mean that
the supervisor can assist but not replace an agent. If the supervisor stops
what he was doing and the work stops as a result, he was performing
covered work. The company prefers to say that the supervisor only did a
portion of the load and, therefore, was only assisting
(5) Inappropriate behavior or language directed at supervision
(6) Perceived social media issues
(7) Payroll shortages that equal less than 1/2 day’s pay
(8) Attendance point issues.
Grievance Tip: You have 10 calendar days from the date of incident to file a
grievance, so see your station representative promptly to file. Grievances must be
signed by the member and a union representative.
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TWU Local 555 is...
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Kevin Carney (ABQ-R)
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Heard Bryant (SMF-O)
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Albert Barbosa (SEA-P)
Voice of 555 Editor – Ryan
Notton (PDX-R)

Restricted Duty is
Available, but Be
Careful What You
Ask For and When!
It is imperative that you know that the company must act on
information they receive about an agent’s inability to perform the
“essential functions of the job” because of injury or illness. It is
imperative that you know that the company will respond to a
notification that some seemingly small part of your job causes
you illness, injury, or is a
perceived threat to your overall
physical or mental health. It is
imperative that you know that
the company will request, ask,
even urge you to have your
physician give you a written
statement to certify the details of
the issue. It is imperative that
you know that submitting such a
note can, in some instances,
disqualify you from working and
result in what many would
Amye L. Thompson
perceive to be a forced sick
TWU 555 Leave Specialist
leave.

request for FMLA or ADA. They may or may not explain to your
understanding the ramifications of such a request, but they must
ensure that the offer is made and followed through with if they
have knowledge of the need. Before you get into this process you
really need to have a thorough understanding of what you are
asking for. Please call the union office as soon as you think you
may have a need.
The company has the responsibility to listen and act when
necessary and offer appropriate paperwork. Protection of
Pregnant Workers and Americans with Disabilities are huge
priorities for the company. Proper requested paperwork provides
workers with the opportunity to request through their treating
physician some type of help or alteration of the job in the form of
a reasonable accommodation when they can do all the essential
functions of a job. There is a very narrow margin to qualify for this
reasonable accommodation. Usually, the request is written in
such a manner that it is too restrictive and ends up removing the
agent from duty, or it’s written too leniently as to show that
assistance is not really needed in the first place.
In the case of pregnant agents, the company will place you on
restricted duty per the contract, Article 12, Section E for eight
weeks and then send you home to sit until the baby is here and
you have recovered from giving birth. If you just found out that
you are pregnant and are having bouts of morning sickness, do
not immediately turn in a note saying you have a two pound
restriction and can no longer do the job, unless that is indeed the
case. There are examples of ladies who have worked in these
work groups well into the third trimester safely and with doctor’s
advice.

ADA vs. Everything Else

The examples that I have personally counseled agents though
over the last few years involved a number of different issues.

The ADA on the other hand is a different request. It is not
“restricted duty”, it is not “light-duty”, and it is not “transitional
duty”. The ADA is not what you request when you are sick
or incapacitated in some way: that would be FMLA. The
ADA is not what you request when you have been injured
on the job and need to seek treatment or have had a bad
experience with a particular portion of your job or a particular
piece of equipment. It is a formal federally-protected benefit for
a very special segment of the population who, without ADA
protection, may not be treated fairly and may not be able to work.

• Inability to wear Southwest Airlines issued trousers
because of an allergic reaction.
• Inability to stand for long periods of time and
needing the use of a stool at a gate reader.
• Inability to work in the bin of an aircraft because
of knee pain.
• Inability to work around a machine because it has
caused bodily harm in the past.
• Inability to work around glycol because of a previous
reaction to glycol.
• Inability to work in the bucket of a de-icing truck
because of fear of heights.
• Inability to work because you found out you are four
weeks pregnant.

The Thompson Publishing Group provides guidance to
employers about compliance and they write that the
ADA’s employment provisions seek to ensure that
people with disabilities can compete in the workplace on
a level playing field with others. It prohibits employers
from treating employees with disabilities differently from
other employees, and it requires employers to make
some alterations, or “accommodations”, to the working
conditions of disabled employees. Employers do not
have to lower their expectations or productivity
requirements for these employees; all they have to do is
make some adjustments to allow employees to meet the
standards.

Each case is handled on an individual basis. It depends greatly
upon the details of the request and the needs of the disabled
agent and the ability of the company to reasonably accommodate
an agent. Some of the above cases resulted from or resulted in
OJI cases, FMLA cases, or no case at all, wherein the agents
realized that their reported inability to do a particular portion of
their job would result in a stack of medical documentation and an
Americans with Disabilities Act request.
I hope that agents or reps would call the union office to inquire
about these cases before any paperwork or doctor’s notes are
submitted. In cases where the agent submits a doctor’s statement
stating he or she is not fit for duty, when they in fact are, they
must go back and forth with the doctor and the company to
provide written confirmation that they are indeed fit for duty. If no
doctor’s note has been supplied then the issue is a bit easier to
fix, though you may receive phone calls about the notification
from the FMLA and ADA administration for Southwest Airlines,
who are located in Dallas. They will guide you through the

Before you go into the sups office and complain about some of
the functions of your job that you may consider less desirable, or
that you feel you are now too delicate to do, remember you do
have certain seniority driven options, both written and unwritten,
that are not as permanent as a doctor’s statement, but you also
don’t have to worry the note will be written incorrectly and you
end up out of a job for some period of time.
If you have specific questions regarding your rights to Restricted
Duty and the American’s with Disabilities Act please contact me.
a.thompson@twu555.org
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day we clock in we’re
hearing someone else
is out on injury. Many
of us who are injured
are sent back with little
or no treatment, only to
return back out later with
the same injury. Since
some of the limited OJI
salary continuation has
been used up, the
pressure to return back to
work injured is even greater.
It’s scary how many people I
know in their 20s that now
need surgery after going
through this process. The
insurance claims
representatives seem to be in
sync with Southwest’s costcutting policies.
I’ve been hearing (and
experiencing) more reports of care
being denied, ignored, and
excessive time being taken for
approval of necessary treatments.
Harassment has increased for those
on OJI—being treated as if everyone
is faking it. There are more members
faking well than faking ill.
There are more passengers, more
bags (not to mention heavier bags),
more freight, and fewer people doing it
all. Covered work violations have been
increasing instead of management hiring
those needed to do the work. And there’s
always an excuse why enough overtime
isn’t being authorized. Of the overtime
being distributed, much has been last
minute mandatory overtime for “operational
need,” which is code for bad scheduling and
short staffing.
Original artwork by OAK Ramp Agent Abraham “Deuce” DeLaCruz

Connecting the
Dots
Change is in the air systemwide. 2011 has shown record load
factors, record passenger yields,
and record passenger revenues.
Translated: we do more work,
Southwest gets more pay. In the
last five quarters Southwest has
boasted double-digit revenue
growth. The most recent quarter
revenue was 30.6% higher than
last year.

Where’s the Money
Really Coming From?
Joseph Trujillo
OAK Ramp Agent

We are feeling these records
differently. It seems like every

On top of all this we’ve seen a massive increase in discipline, in
both numbers and severity. Discipline hasn’t increased systemwide by coincidence. This is discipline by design, to put more
pressure on us to work under such conditions, to keep staffing
low. How many won’t file a grievance or speak-out because they
are worried about retaliation?
So where does the money come from? Us—our backs, our
sweat, our labor. Yeah, that’s right: bags fly free because of us!
The more Southwest squeezes us, the more money Southwest
will continue to make and the more we’ll suffer as a
consequence. Southwest knows this and will continue increasing
the pressure until we do more than complain in our heads.
Southwest has an organized effort for its ends, now it’s time we
have ours. As members, let’s begin talking about this in our
breakrooms. Let’s start gathering together at the j-lines. Let’s
meet together and to organize a response. The bags are heavy
enough. We don’t need to be suffering under the unnecessary
weight of Southwest management too!
In Solidarity,
Joseph Trujillo, OAK Ramp
JoeDTrujillo@gmail.com
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Safety & Health Report
Work Safe, Work Smart, Stay Healthy
Total 555 members on OJI as of 9-5-11

490

Safety Committee Station
Visit Observations:
(1) We have found many stations not following the Southwest policies on

monthly inspections. Water cabinets are often ignored and not inspected on a
monthly basis or, worse yet, are checked off as if inspected but are not. Fire
extinguishers, too, are often checked off as if inspected—but they are not. This
may seem inconsequential and it is—unless we have a fire. That is the reason
why the policy is to have monthly inspections.
(2) OSHA 300 logs are not posted. These are required by OSHA to be
posted as an awareness tool that employees have gotten injured to make
others aware of the hazards that exist and possibly spark discussions that
will lead to resolution of the hazards, by either removing the hazard or
mitigating the risk of further injury.
(3) Station safety meeting minutes are not posted. Posting the minutes is
very important so employees who did not attend the meeting can know what
issues were discussed; posting the minutes is vital to a safe operation
because most often the safety information and discussion is not shared with
the employees by any other method. Safety huddles are not being held and
safety is not being discussed on a regular basis with employees.
(4) Accidents are not being discussed at the safety meetings. Employees
hear of accidents from other employees who often do not have the correct
facts. The “rumor mill” grapevine is the most prevalent method of accident
discussions.

Safety Tip: Southwest claims safety as priority
one. A member of management was overheard
saying, “Safety is overrated”. Even if your local
management team is not on board with safety that
does not give you the right to do unsafe acts. If you
have an accident, and it is discovered that you
performed an unsafe act—you will shoulder all the
responsibility. Regardless of their blatant disregard
for maintaining a safe and healthy work place and
their encouraging a culture of anything goes as
long as A/C gets out on time, local management
will play dumb once you become the cause of the
accident. It will be your fault—you will become their
fall guy. Do not take short cuts. Work safe, work
smart, stay healthy.

OSHA Certification Training Graduates – Back Row: Ray Rosero, SAN Ramp; Steve Riley, DTW Freight (TWU 555 Safety & Health Committee); Bill
Willis, LAS Ramp; Steve Vigil, SMF Ramp; Chris Aukamp, LAS Ramp; Michael Davis, RNO Ramp (555 S & H Comm)
Front Row: Rudy Del Real, MDW Ramp (555 S & H Comm); Dan Hilton, PIT Ramp (555 S & H Comm); Dina Enders, LAS Ramp (555 S & H Comm);
Jesse Soto, HOU Ramp (OSHA Trainer, 555 S & H Comm Advisor); Karl Mager, TPA Ramp (555 S & H Comm); Maria Sousa, SLC Ramp

DISTRICT REPORTS
Thoughts, Concerns, and Musings from Around the System

Involvement
This is only my fifth newsletter article, and already I have written
about getting involved in two out of my first four articles. Well,
this’ll be number three. I plan to drive everyone nuts on this topic
until I’m blue in the face and until you get sick of looking at my
articles about the same thing
over and over again.

Why Union
Involvement? Why Not?
Why should you get involved?
Let’s see...We have the Air Tran
thing going on, contract
negotiations, flight reductions.
I’m sure I left some things out,
but you get the picture.
Mike Martinez, District 1 Rep
“How can I get involved?” you
ALB, BDL, BOS, BWI, EWR, ISP,
may ask. Simple, in the cases
LGA, MHT, PHL, PVD

involving Air Tran and contract
negotiations, there’s a little thing I like to call voting. Yes, it’s just
that simple. Vote. Get your pin numbers and whatever other
numbers you need and get to voting when the time arises. If you
don’t get involved, well, you just let other agents vote in your
stead. That’s how it works.

when it is determined that you were or were not at fault. You can’t
expect anyone to do this for you. It’s up to you to get involved by
getting all the documentation your rep will need. Just going up to
your rep and saying, “Ay, they just gave me a warning letter for a
weight and balance mistake.” won’t be a lot of help.
Same goes for ramp. When I was a station rep, I can’t tell you
how many times I heard, “Ay, I was just bypassed.” And that’s all
you hear.
Weeks later, the same person will come up and say, “Whatever
happened to my grievance?”
Rep: “What grievance? You never told me you were grieving
anything.”
Agent: “Well I told you I was bypassed.”
This is the kind of bologna reps have to deal with. Instead of an
agent getting involved with his own issue, he just wants the rep
to take care of it for him. In some cases, agents don’t even want
to sign a grievance form. Contractually, you have to sign your
own grievance. How do you expect to correct/stop certain issues?
It could be weight and balance issues, covered work, or OT
bypasses. The point is—one person can make a difference,
except now there are over 7,600 of you! How many of you will
start stepping forward to help out your own reps, even if it isn’t
your case?
m.martinez@twu555.org

“Eh, they don’t need my vote. The membership will speak for
me.” Really? Are you sure you want to go down that road?
“What, we accepted pay cuts? We lost double time? I lost
seniority? How the f@&% did that happen?!?!” Easy, you didn’t
get involved. See how it works?

A Voice of
Local 555

Your Involvement May Help Someone Else
Begin paying attention to the subtle things...
Depending on what department you’re in, you know what the hot
topics were in your area when they arose. For ops agents, the
hot topic was weight and balance issues for a long while. Even
though they are still occurring, they are less frequent. “What was
the cause of the less frequent discipline letters?” you may ask.
Multiple agents, system wide, decided to open the dialogue by
grieving these issues. That’s right, grievances are not just a tool
for trying to remedy just your issue, but in the remedying an
issue that concerns many other agents you had no idea about.
Getting involved helps in other ways besides just fixing your
issues. Doing so can help in coming up with better solutions to
remedy problems as a whole.

Most of the time, I am generally not short of anything to write for
my article. This time was a little different, I was drawing a blank.
Then, out of the blue, I received an email from a member in
District 2. After reading it, I was compelled to share it you. I asked
his permission to share some it
and he agreed, so please enjoy.

Sorry I missed you when
you visited last month.
Been with SWA for over 6
years, and I am getting fed
up with the antics that
station leadership
continues to get away with
in regards to staffing and
mandatory overtime.
Mike Cernosek, District 2 Rep
Had a ramp sup here
ECP, FLL, GSP, IAD, JAX, MCO, gimmick the schedule for
ORF, PBI, RDU, RSW, TPA
this Saturday, which
resulted in extending three
agents while still offering LWOP for AM agents. I
informed my station rep as I turned down the extension
by telling them that I was unavailable.
Gary and all his cronies, including API-RX, are so out of
touch with reality as they perpetually continue to believe
it is 1979, in which a flight can be turned in 10 minutes

Could you imagine if no agent ever grieved weight and balance
disciplinary letters? The paper work would be busting out of the
seams in your files. It would be like a runaway train just spitting
out letters at every stop. Trust me, the company has no problem
whatsoever in filling your file with letters until it gets to the point
that you’re out the door. Some of these are legitimate errors,
some not. It makes no difference. All they know is that there was
a weight and balance issue and someone has to be disciplined,
whether or not it was your fault or some other contributing factor.
Here’s the problem, no one’s going to check for you. If it appears
you made an error, can you really blame the company for
disciplining you? Once someone looks deeper into the situation is
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Again, thank you for the hard work each of you put in day in and
day out.
God bless you all,
Mike Cernosek

What Does Luv Got
To Do With It?
Over the past ten years many things have changed with regards
to Southwest Airlines, and not all has been good for us. We have
seen the attacks on September 11, 2001 change the way we do
business, both as a company and as employees. It has also had
a profound effect on how this
union conducts business. Before
this date we were able to handle
many issues with an agreement,
a verbal commitment you could
say, and it was as good as an
arbitrator’s ruling. We could
state our side of an issue, and if
we were able to make the most
convincing argument then a
memo would be put out, and it
was relative policy. Many quality
Randy Barnes, District 3 Rep
of life issues were handled that
BUF, CLE, CMH, DTW, IND,
way back then because at that
MDW, MKE, MSP, PIT
time when someone gave you
their word it meant something.

despite 150 or more bag off loads and often including
freight, HRs, etc.
Though the bags fly free campaign has done well for
the company $$ wise, they are just beating the dog
f#@k out of the ramp and everyone else.
It’s a shame that Gary and his cronies probably haven’t
worked the ramp since the Jimmy Carter administration
or the first Ronald Reagan term, so that is why they
have their little clipboards in a climate controlled
environment and, of course, play armchair quarterback.
Well, I get to play the role or Dr. Richard Kimball (The
Fugitive) once again as I’ll surely be brought in for a
fact finder due to INEPT LEADERSHIP.
What the hell ever happened, Mike, to just working an
eight hour day and going home? But I suppose that by
Dallas giving the needed staffing for every station and
for the 800s next year then vital positions in Dallas will
remain vacant.
Vice President of Potable Water Operations and, of
course, an Executive Director who works under that VP.
Vice President of FOD Removal, Vice President of
Customized Stationery, Vice President of Ready Room
Awareness, Vice President of Email Returns, VP of
Email Submissions, and so on and so on.
Just venting, Mike. You have a great Labor Day
weekend.

Fast forward to today, and you find a drastically different
Southwest Airlines, one that if it were an animal it would be one
with flesh and blood dripping from its fangs. It used to be that
Southwest prided itself on a culture of having a fun and caring
work environment, but now the culture is gone. I remember a
time when there would be a station party, and you would want to
come to have fun with your co- workers away from work. Those
days are long gone. Now you are susceptible to discipline up to
and including termination for your actions off work.

I have chosen not to release the name of the member who
submitted this email to me and changed some of the words due
to my concern for management retribution against him. It’s safe to
say I have spoken with many members of district 2, and they
echo the same sentiments. It is time for SWA to take notice of the
thousands of contributions made by our members that keep SWA
the profitable money making machine it is and continues to be.
Oh, and please, for the love of GOD, I hope SWA management
does not start up with the “doom and gloom” language they are
known for at negotiations time. The bags are flying free, the
flights are full and the sky is definitely not falling! It’s time for
some recognition of what this work group, this membership, has
accomplished.

More and more Southwest is impeding in our personal lives with
the guise of the Basic Principles of Conduct being the golden rule
that governs all agents, but in far too many cases not
management. I believe that many of us have witnessed both
management and agents alike behaving in a way that technically
would violate the BPC away from work. It’s funny how we never
hear of anyone receiving discipline for this, other than agents.
Why is that? Is it because the BPC doesn’t apply to
management? Or could it be that they get a free pass for
“inappropriate behavior”? I am not sure, but what I am sure of is
that our members are being held to a standard based on the
Basic Principles of Conduct that are not being evenly applied
when a fellow employee who happens to be a member of
management behaves inappropriately. I ask, are they not
employees of Southwest Airlines too? Do they not have to sign
the same BPC that we do? I’m told that every employee has to
sign and agree to this policy and all others. Everyone, even Herb.
Even Herb? Now that’s a revelation—that even the Founding
Father of SWA would sign the same BPC and other policies that
we mere rank and file members must. I have been told by several
members of management that they are held to a higher standard,
but they too must adhere to the same doctrines of the BPC.
Well if that is so then why don’t supervisors receive Letters of
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District 1 - Amanda Dunbebin
Daughter of Robert Dunbebin, BWI Ramp
My name is Amanda Dunbebin, the daughter of Robert Dunbebin, a member of
TWU 555 for five years as a ramp agent Baltimore. I am a freshman at the
University of Maryland, College Park. I am a kinesiology major in the School of
Public Health. I would like to become an athletic trainer when I am done with
school. When I graduate from Maryland I plan to go on for another two years to
become an athletic trainer. I am currently interning with the athletic programs at
Maryland. I work with the men’s lacrosse, baseball, men’s and women’s soccer,
track and field, and swimming.

District 3 - Lauren Marie Vanick
Daughter of Arthur Vanick, MDW Ramp
I am a current junior at Western Michigan University. I graduated from Mother
McAuley Liberal Arts H.S. I am a nursing major with a minor in Holistic Health.
Some of my activities include Alternative Winter Experience that is a RSO at WMU
that goes on a mission trip the last week of winter break. This year for AWE I am a
site leader and going to help children in poverty. I am also corresponding secretary
for my sorority Alpha Omicron Pi. Arthur Vanick is my father; he works in the
district at Southwest Airlines on the ramp. With this scholarship money I plan on
putting it towards my tuition for this upcoming year.

District 5 - Jonathan DeLeon
Son of David DeLeon, HOU Ramp
I am attending Texas Southern University and will be playing baseball for the TSU Tigers. I've
been playing baseball since I was four, and so far I would attribute my success to my dad, a
man who has pushed me to be the best ever since I started. I am the typical 18 year old kid. I
like to hang out with friends, have fun, and associate myself with good people, not troubled
ones. High school was a blur, but I am very proud to say I graduated 9th of my class of 556,
with a 4.2 GPA, something I do not mind saying over and over again and, hopefully, will be able
to repeat that in college as well. I heard about the TWU 555 scholarship through my father,
David DeLeon, who is a ramp agent at Southwest Airlines. He has worked for Southwest for 25
years now and is going very strong. He is a very strong, hard working man, who has passed
those traits on to me, and I hope that one day to become an accomplished and respectable
man as he is right now.

District 7 - Jessica Russo
Daughter of Kevin Russo, LAS Ramp
I am happy to be the winner of the TWU 555 scholarship for district 7. I am 18 years old, about
to start my freshman year. I plan on furthering my education at The University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, where I will be studying Business Management, with hopes of someday working for
myself as an event planner. My father works for Southwest Airlines as a ramp agent and an
alternate station representative. I am so excited to be accepting this scholarship and would have
to thank my parents and my teachers for all the support they have given me through the years. I
would also like to thank TWU for providing me with the scholarship. I plan on using the
scholarship money to help out with books and internships that deal with the business field. I
plan on getting my Masters in Business Management and possibly a degree in English as well.
Someday, I hope to become a great entrepreneur and be very happy with my life.
-10-

cholarship Winners
District 2 - Richard A. MacAuley III
MCO Ramp Agent
Richard is 22 and has been employed by SWA since Feb of 2010. In 2007, he graduated high
school and began college at Seminole State College of Florida. He also began his career in the
airline industry when he was hired by Northwest Airlines that same year. During his first few years
of college, Richard was heavily involved in leadership programs and student government. In his
free time, he enjoys playing sports, writing songs, and studying all things aviation-related. In
January of 2009, Richard accomplished his lifelong dream by earning his private pilot's license. By
2010, Richard had graduated Seminole State and began taking classes at the University of Central
Florida. In February of that year, he left his previous job after being hired by SWA. He views his
decision to join Southwest as the best career choice of his life. Today, he is in his senior year at
UCF studying business marketing. After graduation, Richard plans to continue his career with
Southwest Airlines while beginning work on his MBA in Aviation at Embry Riddle.

District 4 - Cayla Vogan
Daughter of Michael Vogan, BNA Ramp
My name is Cayla Vogan and my parents are Michael and Renee Vogan. My
father has worked as a ramp agent for Southwest Airlines in Baltimore, MD
and Nashville, TN for seven years. I am 18 years old and a 2011 graduate
from Mount Juliet High School in Mount Juliet, Tennessee. I will be attending
Middle Tennessee State University with an undecided major. I want to thank
TWU 555 for the scholarship, which I will be using towards my books and
school supplies.

District 6 - Rebecca Lange
Daughter of Mark Lange, PHX Ramp
After four years of high school sports, clubs, community service, and AP classes I am delighted to
be attending the University of Arizona with a major in history and a minor in pre-law. I hope to study
abroad in college as well because I love to travel and am always seeking new and exciting
experiences. Following college, I hope to attend law school and study constitutional law as the
government and its foundations are not only what sparked my interest in history, but why I came to
love the idea of being a lawyer, working with rights guarded by the Constitution. My father, Mark
Lange, has been an employee of SWA for 20 years and is a member of TWU 555. He is in ground
ops and has recently become a part of the training program, assisting new employees to acquire
the skills necessary. This scholarship will help me pay for the various expenses such as tuition,
room and board, extracurricular expenses, etc. Hopefully, this money may also allow me to more
rationally pursue an extra expense, something such as studying abroad.

District 8 - Chelsey Walker
Daughter of Dawn Gall, DEN Operations
I am honored to be a recipient of this year’s TWU Local 555 Scholarship! I am 21 years old and a
current student at Texas A&M University at Galveston where I plan to graduate in December of
2012 with a degree in Marine Biology. My mom has worked for Southwest Airlines for about a year
and a half and is currently an operations agent at the Denver International Airport. I came to Texas
from Aurora, Colorado where I grew up and graduated from Cherokee Trail High School. Living in
Colorado for the first 18 years of my life, I rarely got the opportunity to visit the Gulf of Mexico or
the ocean. When I did, however, they were life-changing moments and those moments lead me to
be where I am now; living and going to school on a beach surrounded by what interests and
amazes me most: the sea and everything in it. Therefore, I would like to thank the TWU Local 555
Scholarship Foundation for allowing me to get ever closer to my long-life dream of becoming a
Marine Biology Major!
-11-

DISTRICT REPORTS, continued
Cartoon by Brian Allan, TWU 555 CMH Station Rep
Warning when they don’t show up for a flight and they
are inside on the internet, or a Final Letter of Warning
when they are working in an unsafe manner like using
a tug to help push a full cart of bags. Why, because
they are held to a different standard—not a higher
standard, just a different one. In fact it is evident that
we are the ones held to a higher standard, not
management.
I would venture to say that we all have our own stories
to tell about how a manager or supervisor did some
unspeakable act and nothing happened to him or her.
One day I hope to hear all of them, but right now we’re
confronted with the reality of the changing
environment that we work in. In many cases the
people who are now setting the policies or put in
charge of determining “appropriate discipline” for
violations of the BPC were in fact some of the worst
violators, and they never were disciplined.
Well the culture has changed from one where doing
the “right thing” was part of the Golden Rule to “I can
get away with it because I’m management and you’re
not.” Well, to that I say that they should be very careful
because in this day and age of camera phones and
internet what was once isolated can now be instantly
recorded into history.
randy.barnes@twu555.org

The Witch Hunt
Continues
Over the last few weeks three of our district 4 stations
(STL, BNA, and BHM) have called me over concerns
about something team leaders are doing in their
stations, and it goes something like this...
A team leader will come out to
the flight line prior to an aircraft
arriving or will tell members that
are working flights to verify the
inbound dispatch report. In
some situations it’s the lead
agent on the gate. In others it
would be the local bag runner,
and yet sometimes it’s even the
transfer driver whom
management will approach. The
team leader will instruct the lead
Mark Waters, District 4 Rep
agent, as well as anyone else
BHM, BNA, CHS, JAN, MCI, MSY, working the inbound portion of
OKC, OMA, SDF, STL, TUL
an arriving flight, to count bags
and freight as they are coming
off, or as the runners are dropping the offloads, and compare the
numbers to the inbound dispatch report. If there is any
discrepancy between what the agents counted and what the DR
said was coming off, the lead agent is to report those
discrepancies immediately to a team leader.
The team leader then does what you can only imagine with your
report of an incorrect DR.

The company will tell you that their aim is to keep people
accountable, to make every effort to comply with the FAA’s
mandate for 100 percent bin slip accuracy, because you OWN IT!
It only stands to reason that checking offload accuracies would
be a helpful tool in reducing errors and therefore decreasing FAA
fines and therefore keeping our profit sharing strong...right?
Regardless of their reasoning, we simply can’t dispute the logic:
100 percent accuracy is what we’re aiming for, and we’re hard
pressed to argue against it. We may have a problem with much
of the discipline being too excessive, and we continue to fight
against the company going overboard in punishing our hardworking agents. Nevertheless, we have to concede that having
perfect paperwork is what we strive for.
In conclusion, keep in mind that eyes are watching you
constantly, and it is imperative that you make every effort to keep
your paperwork accurate. Take the time you need to do it
correctly, regardless of the pressure to turn it in early. If you work
smart, defending you becomes a helluva lot easier. SWA wants
you to count everything you put on the plane and then do your
paperwork. How else could you be 100% accurate?
On another topic BNA Ramp Rep Brian Wiggins recently resigned
as the rep. Brian was the ramp rep for many years and has
always done a great job for the members. He will be missed by
all, and, no, he did not go to the dark side! Brian will continue to
be a system board player and a member on the election
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committee. Thanks, Brian, for all the hard work and extra hours
you have put in for the union as the BNA rep.

same arguments that were first argued by the local rep. This
process makes the G.O. manager look good while the local
manager looks like the asshole. This is truly a travesty of
employee management relations, all orchestrated by SWA.

Delay Irregularities
Another problematic trend in several of our stations lately is
management making huge cutbacks on overtime. Apparently,
giving out OT constantly gets costly, so SWA is looking to save
some pennies. Unfortunately, when your station’s staffing
numbers aren’t even sufficient to begin with, combined with this
new tactic of eliminating overtime (mandatory or otherwise),
things can get quite hectic. And no matter how much we bust our
asses, our tasks tend to get delayed, A/C tend to sit at the gate a
little longer. Has this happened to you?
Well, as if we don’t suffer enough, watching planes leaves late
and customer departing unhappy, those inevitable delays are
causing fits with the same management who decided to cut back
on overtime. So, if you push a flight out late and a supervisor
asks you to “write a little something down on a piece of paper
explaining why the flight was late”, my suggestion would be to
approach such a request with the utmost seriousness. I mean, if
it’s such a big deal that your flight went out late and management
needs you to document why it was late, it stands to reason that
SWA should know the whole truth! Don’t settle for writing a few
sentences on a piece of scratch paper. Write up a SOPI report on
SWALife, and give every detail you can...explain how there were
100+ bags, describe the weight and dimensions of the freight,
talk about how there were only three of you and you could only
load one end at a time. Tell those who need to hear exactly what
made your flight late: you just didn’t have enough people to do
the job in the time they gave you!

Grievances From Around the System
RAMP
Do not take chances with safety rules. I’m currently working on a
grievance over the termination of one of our great employees. He
was terminated for violating a safety rule. The agent violated the
rule not out of malice but rather the desire to get his A/C out on
time. Company policy broken: he drove in the safety zone and
lost control of his tug, ultimately hitting the number two engine.
The agent was in a hurry and he violated the rule that states, “Do
not Drive In the safety zone with no beltloader up to the A/C.” His
intention was not to damage the A/C but to get his flight out on
time. His reward was termination for violating the company safety
rules. Ironically, this same agent could have broken the same
safety rule a thousand times prior and management, with full
knowledge of his work habits, would have turned a blind eye,
even encouraging such behavior, as long as the job got done on
time. The one time his actions resulted in anything but an ontime
departure, management threw him under the bus. Do not take
chances with your job. Follow company procedures.

m.waters@twu555.org

Welcome to grievance handling 101, per SWA—the new and
improved system guaranteed to destroy any and all
employee/management relationships at the local level. In the past
your local TWU reps were able to work with local management to
handle and resolve local
grievances. This is no longer the
case. Station management has
been instructed to contact DAL
Employee Resources on every
issue. This has caused
numerous grievances to be
returned to the local rep
“respectfully denied.” In other
words, local management is
missing the golden opportunity
to foster a very important
Robert Bettinger, District 5 Rep relationship with the very people
AMA, AUS, CRP, DAL, HOU, HRL, that make them look good: the
LBB, LIT, MAF, SAT
hard working union members.
The ironic twist is that after the grievance is forwarded to my
plate I argue with the very same employee resource manager in
the G.O.(who gave the bad advice to the local manager in the
first place), using the very same argument the local rep did and it
still does not get resolved...until ultimately I set up a system
board. Then magically the grievance gets resolved using all the
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“Do as we say, not as we do!”

Respectfully
Denied

DISTRICT REPORTS, continued

What the…?

OPERATIONS
Misboarding instances have occurred when the agents are in a
hurry and violate the company policy of scanning each and every
card. This is a violation of company policy; each boarding card
must be scanned one at a time and prior to allowing a passenger
to board the A/C. Once again, I must say, follow the company
policy. If the A/C is delayed, then so be it. Do not take chances
with your job. Follow company procedures.

As I’m sure you’ve already noticed in this newsletter, there have
been some format changes. I won’t go into the reasons why, but
for the three (well, two anyway) members who have been reading
my articles let me reassure you that my quarterly diatribes will still
happen. More on that later on.

Some Things from
District 6

PROVISIONING

Just a couple of things I want to
relate to you. This first one is
more for operations agents.

We have recently had staffing problems in one of the stations in
district 5. An agent came to work only to find a note posted on
the time clock stating there would be no lunches that day—what
a way to start your day! Sorry, this is not acceptable. The
company cannot tell you not to take a lunch. It is your choice. If
you choose to skip your lunch because your supervisor never
assigned you a lunch time and you worked right through your
third to fifth hours, per Article 6, Paragraph B you get
compensation for a no lunch; however, this do not give the
company carte blanche to screw you out of a lunch break.

As I’m sure you are aware by
now, the number of children
(and therefore child weights) is
automatically populated on your
Kevin Carney, District 6 Rep
paperwork. According to the
ABQ, ELP, ONT, PHX, SAN, SNA,
Southwest Airlines Ground Ops
TUS
Manual (GOM)—

FREIGHT
Scan each and every piece of freight, per the company policy. We
have had two recent grievances that have come from agents
being punished for not scanning freight. The reason why these
agents did not scan the freight is because the shipment showed
up late and the agents were trying to accommodate the customer
and get the freight out on the first available flight. The discipline
was a final letter of warning. The reality is that this freight was
consigned as general freight, which means that SWA has three
days to get the freight to its destination, but our members went
the extra mile and treated it like NFG and they were rewarded
with a final letter of warning.
Please share this message with your fellow brother and sisters,
follow the company’s rules, do not take short cuts. Each and
every time you violate a rule to get a flight out on time and/or
freight out early you are risking you job. Next time you are facing
this dilemma, ask yourself, “Is it worth my career to get this A/C
out on time?” “Is this freight worth my job?”

The number of child weights applied to the Loading
Schedule is obtained by requesting the child weight
count electronically through the use of the ‘getpax’
button. This request is to be made after all boarding
passes have been scanned. The count is determined by
using the Secure Flight dates of birth for the Customers
boarded. To date there have been no failures in the
system, indicating that it is working as designed.
Long ago at other airlines (never at SWA) some operations
agents would “pencil whip” the numbers on occasion to make
ATOG or some other acronym work out. Again from the GOM—

Operations Agents must not delete the number of child
weights returned, or replace the number with a ‘zero’
when calculating the weight and balance.
And this next line is in a bold font so they probably really mean it.

No Southwest Airlines Employee has the authority to
request or suggest the returned number of child
weights be increased to resolve a weight and
balance issue.

P.S. Lunch breaks are not an option for the company. They are a
contractual and legal right. It is your choice, not the company’s,
where or whether or not you take a lunch.
robert.bettinger@twu555.org

The bottom line is—don’t mess with the numbers just to make it
work. The company will probably turn a blind eye, but if you are
caught they will disavow any knowledge of your actions.
Second, I want to congratulate Dorothy Hernandez who was
recently elected as the ELP station representative.
Third, I would like to extend my thanks to Shawn Nicholson for
her service to the ELP station as station representative.

Did You Know?
Visit the TWU Local 555 web site at www.twu555.org. Ok, that’s
not new and I’m sure you’ve seen it before, but you’ve asked
yourself, “Why? There’s nothing on there that applies to me.” I
would counter that the site is about your union, you are a part of
your union, and your union represents you during your working
hours. So the site should have something useful for you. You can
find all of the negotiations updates. There is information about
nominations and elections, plus news about the local.
There are also some of the many arbitration awards from TWU
555 grievances. Many times someone will ask a question like,
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“Why is the contract interpreted this
way?” And the answer is that that
specific issue has been grieved and
arbitrated. If you want to read those
decisions, to see what and how the
arbitrator awards an issue, take a
look at their written decisions.
Remember that each case is
probably a little different, but the
decisions are a good starting point.
As for those diatribes, on
twu555.org each district
representative can have their own
webpage. If you are missing the
musings, you may find something
to sate your cravings on those
pages.
And if the site has nothing that you
find useful, tell someone like the
webmaster or your district rep what
you want to see on the site.

Noli sinere te ab improbis
opprimi.
kevin.carney@twu555.org
SAN Ramp Agents Greg Puriski (TWU 555 Education Committee) and
Gabe Sanchez (TWU 555 SAN Station Rep) pose next to 555 One!

Greetings Brothers
& Sisters from
District 7
It’s that time again! We made it through a scorching summer with
record-breaking temperatures, and now fall is here with winter
right around the corner; but while we are enjoying the fall, allow
me to encourage you to prepare for the cold weather that is
coming and check out your
winter gear to see what needs to
be replaced. If there is anything
that you still need to order be
sure to do it now.
As stated in Article 19.B:

When
Employees
are
hired/placed
into
a
Ramp/Provisioning Agent
classification, they shall
receive five (5) uniforms.
After the ratification of this
Heard Bryant, District 7 Rep
agreement, on the first day
BUR, LAS, LAX, SFO, SJC, SMF of the month following each
anniversary
date,
the
Employee will receive a $250.00 contribution to their
Uniform Account. Any Employee who has not utilized the
anniversary uniform replacement (as provided in Article
19.B of the previous agreement) within a year from the
date of ratification, will be allowed to do so.
Ramp/Provisioning Agents will accrue up to $500.00 in
the Uniform Account if unused. This account is not
refundable to the Ramp/Provisioning Agents upon
termination of employment. This is your account! Be sure
that you are taking advantage of the funds that are made

available to you to keep your uniforms and gear updated
and in good condition.
Unrelated to your uniform spending account, hopefully you have
ordered your winter coats already as well. As you well know,
according to Article 19.C the deadline for ordering those winter
coats is September 15th of each year.
On July 12, 2011, we officially opened and, as you are reading
this, negotiations are currently underway. There are several skills
that I have learned are quite valuable in creating we; those skills
are the ability to see, appreciate, honor, and if necessary
participate in transforming the culture of our union. Standing
together as a union we can accomplish anything. Our theme for
negotiations is: strong and determined for one and all!
I would like to thank the membership for their participation. All the
surveys that have been completed and turned in have been
essential in directing our negotiations team when meeting with the
company. Please follow the website for future updates. If you
don’t have a computer you can call 1-855-NEG-2011 (1-855-6342011) to listen to the most recent negotiation updates. Just
remember, everything is tentative until we vote.
In closing, I would like to congratulate our new reps from SFO:
Ops Rep Eddie Stafford, Ramp Rep Terry Lowie, and his alternate
Maple Westly. Out of SMF, I would like to congratulate Ops Rep
David Harper, Ramp Rep Jose Landeros, and his alternate Brian
Terrice. Thank you all for stepping up to the plate. I look forward
to working with all of you and welcome you to the team.

Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing
that ever has. –Margaret Mead, Cultural Anthropologist
As always, remember work safe and continue to look out for one
another.
Fraternally,
h.bryant@twu555.org
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DISTRICT REPORTS, continued

Why We Do
What We Do
Hello everyone, hope this newsletter finds you all in good health.
Another summer is in the books, and in case you haven’t noticed
this one has been eventful—with negotiations kicking off and the
Air Tran purchase becoming a reality with all its ramifications,
both perceived and real. There
has not been a shortage of
union news to catch up on. As
always, your local makes
updates available to each and
every one of you who wants
them—by visiting twu555.org,
reading local publications (like
this one), or simply asking a rep
who has. They’re for you, use
them.

That’s the bottom line, not to mention what I ultimately shared
with the agent from above. We represent the issues. I realize that
the issues are often attached to a person, but the issue is what is
being dealt with. Obviously, personal factors can add to or take
away from a situation. So I’m not saying that we don’t take the
grievant into consideration but that the grievance first must have
merit. Then the rest is looked at and, as arbitrators say, “is given
the weight it deserves”. There are consequences for some
actions, but those are not just limited to 555 members. The
company must also shoulder the burden when they act contrary
to the contract or in violation of one of their own policies. That’s
what we do. We don’t always have to agree with the course of
action but recognize that the path was planned for a reason.
Maybe this made sense, maybe not. Just thought if one member
thought enough to ask, more could also benefit from an
explanation. Be safe out there.
In Solidarity,
albert.barbosa@twu555.org

I sat around for a while trying to

Albert Barbosa, District 8 Rep
think of a topic for this article. In
BOI, DEN, GEG, OAK, PDX, RNO, the end, I figured I’d just write
SEA, SLC

and see what happens.

I was recently contacted by a member who questioned why I or
the local would represent someone he felt was not worth
representing. It was interesting, not because it was a new
question. I’ve actually heard that complaint more than just about
anything else over the years and in every position that I’ve held
during that time. What sparked my interest was that the
concerned agent felt the negative perception of this employee
would cast a shadow over the local (or at least over those of us
you voted into office). He suggested that we should take the
opinions of the membership into consideration when deciding
how to handle and move forward on grievances. Now, I’m
obviously generalizing on the discipline and paraphrasing the
concerned agent’s statement for the sake of this article to
address what really got me.
In trying to understand, or maybe just reacting to the local’s
actions in representing this agent, he stated that he was going to
be scheduling a j-line to discuss “this issue” with the rest of the
dept/station members. I responded, and I hope this member was
able to consider what I had written to him. But again, it got me
thinking about a wider issue…when did the idea of j-lines become
a chance for agents to get together and single out another? With
all that is going on, both within and outside of our company, when
did we run out of topics and jump to attacking each other? Now, I
pretend to be as open to constructive criticism as the next guy,
but really, when did we give up on talking to each other.
I’m probably stirring up some emotions in a few people, and if so
I think that’s a good thing. I hope I don’t offend the member who
initially contacted me, though. I really do feel it’s important for
questions to be asked. Understand that the answers may not be
as specific as the questions, but that’s because a member’s
grievance is their own. When applicable and appropriate the
issue at the heart of the grievance may become known but the
specifics as they pertain to the grievant are for him or her to
decide either to share or not. It’s almost never what the rumor mill
would have you think. But then that’s the type of thing that could
be discussed in a j-line…We can share the issues that affect us
every day without ever having to mention the person or persons
that got the ball rolling, or pointed out a particular paragraph in
the contract, or relayed a procedure. It’s not about the person:
it’s the issue.
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Our union brother, James “JD” Dunaway, who just
returned from a tour in Afghanistan. We extend our
heartfelt appreciation for his service to our country.
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Josh Ford was hired March 7, 2011
as a ramp agent at the TPA station,
and as of September 3, 2011 Josh
held the honor of being the newest
TWU Local 555 member and most
junior ramp agent in the system.
(Other agents have completed
probation since then, so Josh is
already moving up in seniority.)

union is a really big difference.”

So what is it like being the newest
TWU Local 555 Member? Well, for
Josh, his experience has been
positive. He said completing
probation was a “great feeling of
accomplishment.”

Josh said his first day was hard,
and “as lead, I had no clue, but
everyone was really supportive;
everyone helped me.” He admitted
he was scared pushing out a plane
at first, but that his trainer was right
there, and he quickly got the hang
of it.

This is not Josh’s first union job, but
he said in his previous job a
contract was being negotiated, so
nothing was set in stone. “This

For Josh, his new job was exactly
what he expected because he had
previously worked as a fueler, so he
had observed ramp agent duties
and wanted to get hired; however,
when he finally got hands on, it was
difficult.

Josh is 22 years old, and during his
off time, he likes to jam skate, doing
tricks
and
participating
in
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Welcome to TWU Local 555

competitions. Jam skating is a form
of freestyle skating performed on
roller skates.
He views his new job as a career,
but he doesn’t really see it as a
“job”, per se, because he has so
much fun at work. He said he’d
never had a job like this, and it’s
different because his co-workers,
now fellow union members, and
also his supervisors, help him out.
Everyone seems to look out for
each other. He wanted to make
sure and mention, “TPA is a great
station!”
It sounds like Josh has a bright
career in front of him, and we
welcome him, and all of our newest
members, to TWU Local 555!

Education Committee Report
Because Knowledge IS Power!

Mandatory
Overtime
With the holiday season around the corner,
the dreaded mandatory overtime usually
accompanies it. So I would like to go over a
few rules about mandatory overtime in
Articles 6 & 7 of our collective bargaining
agreement. First off you should know that in
Article 7.I.6, p18 states “The Company and
Union agree that mandatory overtime
assignments are not in the best interest of
either party”, although it seems like the
company doesn’t like to acknowledge this
line of the contract.
Can you refuse mandatory overtime? Well,
the interpretations to our collective
bargaining agreement say no. If you refuse
or cannot work a mandatory overtime
assignment, a fact-finding meeting will be
held to determine whether or not discipline
is appropriate. Generally speaking, it is the
employee’s duty to be available to work
overtime when there is a need. (This is the
line in the contract that the company likes to
acknowledge.).
So, is it appropriate for the company to
discipline you if you have a doctors’
appointment that you made months in
advance because that was the soonest you
could get in to see them and if you cancel
on short notice you will be charged a fee for
canceling and it could take months to
reschedule? How about if your child needs
to be picked up from school or daycare at a
time you specifically bid a shift to
accommodate
your
parental
responsibilities? We would argue that in
such cases, discipline in not appropriate.
Throughout our system, you may find
several members of management who
believe that you should be punished for
turning down MOT, no matter what your
reason is. (Usually, these are the kind of
people who have no family or outside
responsibilities of their own. If they do, I’d
hate to be the child/spouse/sick relative
depending on them.) However, a majority of
our supervisors and managers should be
reasonable about it. If you have to refuse
MOT for a legitimate reason, simply go into
the fact finding (which is mandatory in ALL
refusal cases) and explain your
circumstances. Our SWA leadership
expects us to follow the golden rule. It’s
only natural that we’d expect the same from
them. And if they don’t follow the golden
rule then a grievance would be appropriate
(or necessary).
So now that we know you cannot refuse

agent to agent transfer of an MOT
assignment. And remember, once you give
it away you become exempt from any
further mandatory assignments on that day.

Second Day Off (B) Status
If you are mandatoried for a shift while on B
status you have a few options you can
exercise.

Greg Puriski
TWU 555 Education Committee

mandatory overtime in most cases, let’s
look at the proper way for assigning a
mandatory shift, which is 4-8 hours.
Mandatory overtime will be assigned in
reverse order of seniority, so that means
after the company solicits for volunteers for
the shift. Then the lowest person in
seniority on first day off status would be the
first person to get assigned the MOT and so
on, not the most junior agent working at the
time of assigning the overtime. It is the
responsibility of the company to try to
contact every agent in reverse order to
assign the mandatory shift. Otherwise, the
MOT would be improperly assigned, and
that would be grievable. Keep in mind that
for unknown overtime, which is any
overtime that becomes available after the
initial known overtime is assigned (i.e. sick
calls), the company is required to start the
whole process over again every time
additional shifts become available. Always
ask if they followed the proper procedure
because for some reason they like to skip
that step to save time, or to get you before
your shift ends.

(1) “Stair step” – If a junior agent becomes
available after you start a mandatory shift
you will be released and the junior agent
will finish the remainder of the shift. The
supervisor should advise you of this option
at the time of the assignment, but don’t
count on them to do so. Stair stepping can
also be used on mandatory shift extensions
of two hours or more. One more footnote:
this option can only be used once per
mandatory shift.
(2) Ten Hour Rule applies if you are
mandatoried for four hours or more before
your regularly scheduled shift. You have
two options. The first being you can take
the 10 hours rest and start at the end of the
10 hours and be paid straight time for all
hours of your regularly scheduled shift that
fall within the 10 hours. Or, you can work at
your regularly scheduled time and be paid
double-time for all hours worked within the
10 hour rest period. You should notify the
supervisor which option you choose at least
two hours prior to the start of your regularly
scheduled shift, or whenever possible.
And finally, in the event of an emergency
situation and you are mandatoried to
work both of your scheduled days off you
will be paid double-time and a half on the
second scheduled day off you were
mandatoried for.

First Day Off (A) Status

*All of the information above was found at
www.twu555.org.

So what are your options when you are
properly mandatoried for a shift on day off
status? Your options are, of
course, to work the shift at
a double-time rate of pay,
or you can try to find
someone to pick it up for
you which would be paid at
the applicable overtime
rate for the person picking
it up for you. (It’s not
automatic double-time for
the volunteer who picked it
up from you. No paperwork
is necessary (i.e. shift-trade
forms) unless you give the
shift to a supervisor. Verbal
notification to management
is all that is necessary for
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Working Women’s Committee Report
Focusing On Issues That Will Support, Inspire, Motivate, and
Affect Positive Changes Within Our Workforce.

Working
Women
Today
In our world today, more women
are in the workplace. Thankfully,
we have a union that supports
us. Because we have a union,
we have equal pay, benefits, and
more opportunities for time off
than our counterparts outside
our industry. In this day and age
we have more resources to help us balance
our work and home life. With some simple
research, one can find thousands of
websites, mobile apps, and support groups
to help us in our balancing act.
In the United States we have a 48%
working women rate, which ranks us eighth
in the world. The seven countries ahead of
us would fit in less than half of our country
population-wise. We have the freedom to
work most any place we choose to.
We as women need to remember to help
support each other daily. We can do
anything we want to do if we put our minds
to it. Seize the chance to step up and take
on a challenge whether it’s being a mentor,
an activist (we all are, in one way or
another), a union rep, or a source of
support.
Let’s get involved! Find out who your union
station reps and district reps are. They are
here to help and support us, and we should
be there to help and support them. Let’s be
an inspiration to someone!
I highly encourage everyone to take 10
minutes away from Facebook and Twitter to
browse these helpful websites to be a more
informed working woman. (This goes for
our working moms, too.)

www.aflcio.com
www.cluw.org
www.workingmother.com
www.womenworking.com
www.sheshouldrun.org

you—be nice first. People watch
everything you do.
4. Say thank you!
5. Work hard to make your boss
look good. Be one step ahead,
take all the hard jobs and you’ll
get the good ones too. Have the
answer before the boss even
knows he has a question.

Angela Cox, Kim Gray, and Margaret Sadler
TWU 555 Working Women’s Committee

Success In a Male-Dominant
Workplace
During a meeting of the TWU Working
Women’s Committee this July, we had the
fortune to hear from Patty Stratton,
Functional Director and Associate Program
Manager for Ground Operations at
Kennedy Space Center. Patty was
responsible for directing integration of all
space shuttle processing activities, as well
as managing the operations of all facilities
and more than 3,800 personnel required to
process the space shuttle mission from
launch to landing. She had served in this
position since 2008.
Patty provided a poignant lecture filled with
advice on how women can succeed in the
workplace (some of her insights even being
pretty controversarial). Allow me to share
some of the advice she gave our group
regarding women working in a male
dominant environment.
1. Embrace the good
old boy network. Let
them take the credit as
long as you get what
you want.
2. Balance on the tight
rope. Know the people
you work with, don’t let
them
talk
about
another woman being
a
“b”...
without
correcting them. If
someone
says
something wrong...let
them know.
3. Treat people like
you want to be
treated? NO. Everyone
is different, and you
should treat them as
such. Do unto others
before they do unto
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6. Be as politically incorrect as
possible. Be honest, you’ll gain
more respect.
7. You make it happen for
yourself and the team. Play nice
with others. Help everyone to get along.
Make them want to do it for you.
8. Develop your inner voice. This is the
voice that speaks inside your head saying
the things that don’t come out of your
mouth, which also helps keep you calm.
They see a smile but don’t hear your
thoughts.
9. Listen to complainers. They say out loud
things no one else wants to say. There may
be some truth to what they are saying. The
day my troops stop bringing me their
problems is the day they don’t feel I care.
10. Exercise, eat right, and have fun. Take
the stairs, nobody will bother you. Don’t
take things too seriously. Just roll with it, but
don’t let it take advantage of you. Find time
to spend with girlfriends: they help keep
you grounded and sane.
11. Own your behavior!!!
wwc@twu555.org

‘Bad Boss’ Contest Winner:
Harassed in the ER

Beyond 555

The boss who harassed her employee
about health problems—while the
employee was in the emergency room—is this
year’s “winner” of Working America’s Bad Boss
contest.

Research Shows Blue-Collar Workers
Sicker, Work Longer

The boss “harass(ed) me about how my health
problems were causing scheduling problems for
the business, until my
mother picked up my
phone in the ER and
told her to leave me
alone,” wrote Bad
Barista, who garnered
the most votes to win
the People’s Choice
Grand Prize with the story “Boss with No
Heart.”

While 22 percent of blue-collar workers with
arthritis are still on the job at age 65, 19
percent of white-collar workers with arthritis
remain in the workforce at that age,
according to research conducted by the
Columbia University’s Mailman School of
Public Health and the University of Miami
Miller School of Medicine.

Working America’s Bad Boss contest exposed
more than 700 horrible bosses and yielded
three winners.
Traumatized Tracy’s story “Please Put Your
Granny Panties Away!” won the Most Shared
Online Grand Prize after becoming the most
shared story on Facebook, and “No Chairs for
You!” by DownloadMe was a standout in the
eyes of the Working America staff, taking the
Staff Pick Grand Prize.
Each of the winners will get a much-needed
vacation from their bad bosses, thanks to Union
Plus.

OSHA Names 147 Employers as
‘Severe Violators’ of Worker Safety
Standards
OSHA is naming names.
The safety and health agency in July identified
147 employers as “severe violators” of worker
health and safety standards. Household names
like Kraft Foods Global, Tyson Foods and Sea
World head up the list of “recalcitrant employers
who endanger workers by demonstrating
indifference to their responsibilities under the
law.”
The 147 severe violators were
found in 30 states, with Illinois
taking top “honors” with 26
violators, followed by Texas with 21, then New
Jersey with 16, New York and Ohio with 15,
Florida with eight, and Alabama, Connecticut,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin with six.
Not surprising to anyone in the building trades,
more than half of the employers are in the
construction industry, where OSHA conducts
nearly 60 percent of its inspections.
OSHA implemented the “Severe Violators
Enforcement Program” (SVEP) a year ago in
response to a March 2009 Inspector General
report that said the agency’s Enhanced
Enforcement Program (EEP) was ineffective
and failed to compel follow-up, although so far
only 14 of them have had follow-up inspections
under SVEP.

Blue-collar workers have more health problems
and put in more years on the job than whitecollar workers, according to a new study.

The study also found that blue-collar workers
have more severe disease than their whitecollar counterparts, and will have fewer years of
healthy life, according to the research.

AFA Voted in as Union for 25,000 Flight
Attendants at New United Airlines
Flight Attendants from United, Continental and
Continental Micronesia airlines have voted in
the Association of Flight Attendants-CWA (AFA)
to be their union at the
newly-merged United.
AFA received 11,942
votes while 9,745 votes
were cast for the IAM in
the June vote.
“Our profession is unique and I am proud to
become a member of the union that is
responsible for shaping the career I love,” said
Frank Brown, Continental Flight Attendant.
“From this moment forward, we are no longer
Flight Attendants from different unions, we are
Flight Attendants in AFA, the Flight Attendant’s
union. There is no limit to what we can
accomplish by standing together.”
While waiting for the election results to be
certified, AFA initiated transition plans for
representing Continental and Continental
Micronesia Flight
Attendants.
“Negotiations will
continue for the United Flight Attendant contract
as the AFA structure is put in place at
Continental and Continental Micronesia,” said
AFA President Veda Shook. “Ultimately, a single
contract will be negotiated based on the
priorities set by all 25,000 Flight Attendants at
the new United Airlines. Our combined strength
is greater than ever and we are poised
to make significant strides for
Flight Attendants and their
families.”

Connecticut OKs Paid
Sick Leave Law
Victories for working people are
hard to find these days but
as many as 400,000
workers in Connecticut

notched a big one in early July when
paid leave was signed into law by
Governor Daniel Malloy.

The new law makes Connecticut the first
state in the nation to enact a
minimum standard for paid sick
days. Workers will earn paid sick
time—up to five days per year—
depending on how many hours they work.
Unlike other industrialized countries, the U.S.
has no federal paid sick days law for private
sector employees. There’s an active grassroots
movement to mandate paid leave in about 20
cities and states, with bills moving forward in a
number of states including California and
Massachusetts.
Paid sick days is “good public policy and
specifically, good public health,” said Malloy.
Research shows that healthier workers are not
only happier but more productive and
dedicated. Polls show that large majorities of
Americans—as many as 86 percent—favor paid
leave, perhaps because they prefer not to be
sneezed on by the service-sector workers—
such as waiters, cashiers, fast-food cooks, hair
stylists, security guards and nursing home
aides—targeted by paid sick
leave laws like the one just
signed in Connecticut.

Republic Pilots Vote to
Join Teamsters
Some 3,000 pilots at Republic
Airways voted in late June to join the
Teamsters.
“We look forward to joining together with the
other pilot groups,” Teamsters Local 357
executive council chairman Capt. Patrick
Gannon said. “We can now move forward with
our goal of One (Seniority) List,
One Voice, One Contract.”
Previously, Frontier pilots
were represented by the
Frontier Airlines Pilot
Association (FAPA).
Midwest pilots were
represented by the Air Line
Pilot Association (ALPA) and
Lynx was represented by the United
Transportation Union (UTU). In 2009, Republic
Airways placed the winning bid in an auction to
acquire the then-bankrupt Frontier Airlines.
Teamsters Local 357 followed by successfully
filing with the National Mediation Board (NMB)
for single carrier status to integrate all Republic
Airways Holdings airlines into one
representative body and the NMB announced in
early May that an election was required to
determine the representation for the new,
combined pilot group. The Teamsters received
the majority of the votes in the election, 68
percent of those casting ballots.

The newly combined pilot group will
come under one contract following
Governor Daniel Malloy
contract amalgamation negotiations.

